




INTRODUCTION  

On the 5th August, 2009, Jean arrives for 

her portrait inquiry.  

 

Through myth and metaphor, Jean       

explores symbolic ways to find meaning 

in her lived experience. She invites me 

into her imaginative metaphoric world 

filled with meaning.  

 

During our conversation, the experience 

of ‘holding’ and ‘not being able to receive’, 

surfaces. We find out what it is like for 

Jean to be present to the experience of 

having and holding, her availability for 

self-care when attending barren relation-

ships, the need to end or ‘prune’ negative 

relationships in her life, the space          

between two people, and  the sense of 

reciprocity. 

 

I am particularly interested in Jean’s      

verbal and nonverbal expressions. As 

Jean explores comparable stories, myths 

and metaphor to reflect her experience,   

I become a receptive sonar attuned to 

our embodied resonance for meaning. 

The many layers seen in her portrait   

capture expressive moments that tell of 

Jean’s experience and my sense of this. 

Through co-creation, Jean adds              

significant dimensions to her portrait. 
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Jean describes many ways of holding throughout our conversation    

such as: 

 J: ...holding... I’m holding far more for me…[I’m] only  

 there to hold her… I can’t carry him… [to] hold all  

 her stuff… can’t hold onto…I have been holding  

 on… and, I am holding it in.  

Jean also talks about a fairy-tale called ‘The Handless Maiden’, describing 

a story that relates to the notion of having no hands and therefore no 

holding. This leads us to discuss the deeper meaning of being handless. 

We explore related metaphors around the aspects of holding and having 

no hands...  

 J: I guess being handless is also about being harmless too, 

 J: no hands – no will. 

Towards the end of our conversation, Jean selects a large seed pod and 

cradles it in her hands, naturally holding and nurturing it. I watch her 

body and listen carefully to her words in the moment of her holding. 

With great care and gentleness Jean nestles the pod in her lap, hugging 

it close to her belly. Her delicate touch and soft tender voice seems like 

the perfect metaphor for holding her own self-nurturance. I sense this 

embodied response will carry through in her portrait and I request to 

take a photograph of  her holding (Figure 40) . 

Figure 40 —  ‘Jean holding the pod’                                                   (photograph / 05-08-2009)  
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THE FIRST INTERVIEW WITH JEAN... 



In addition to the holding, Jean talks about her tendency to mirror the feelings 

and needs of others, yet at times neglects her own emotional needs. To include 

this aspect of mirroring in her portrait, I ask Jean to stand in profile, naturally 

holding the pod with the thought of mirroring this image later for her portrait.  

 

Jean is also fond of a figure she sees in my sand-play collection that depicts a 

mother embracing her child. We explore the space between them where Jean 

identifies this as the space for holding the gaze. 

 

To depict Jean meeting herself in nurturance I photograph her profile image in 

mirror reverse. Fittingly, this doubles as a metaphor to be seen and also for    

holding her own ‘self gaze’ (Figure 41). 

 

Figure 41 —  ‘Mirroring the holding’                                                                             (photograph / 15/08/2009) 

Bringing Jean closer in position, I adjust the images and create 

another layer of her holding hands coming forward (Figure 42). 

Reflecting on the many levels of meaning explored in Jean’s 

inquiry, I get a sense that the space or thing in between Jean 

speaks about feels transient in nature, which somehow         

reflects a time for change, or reflexively movement for change. 

These aspects are added to the photomontage (Figure 43). 

A MIRROR FOR LIKENESS... 

Figure 42  —  ‘Close in holding’                     (photograph / 15/08/2009)  
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Figure 43 — ‘Mirroring, the gaze, holding the nurturing’              (photograph / 15/08/2009) 

To capture another aspect of Jean’s inquiry that explored 

the notion of being submerged, I apply a turquoise back-

ground to the photo image, and include a swaying tree with 

leaves whooshing upwards to reflect change or transition 

(Figure 43). This photo montage is only just a reference 

point for starting Jean’s portrait. I am interested in             

expressing aspects of being in transition and allowing the 

not-quite-known to surround this space. While it is a  near 

symmetrical image, I am intrigued with the way the tree 

and leaves lean out to the left. While there seems to be   

balance or equal sides, I want to break the neat or perfect 

boundaries to see what’s out there—for greater possibilities 

for nurturing this space in the unknown. 
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SCRATCHING THE SURFACE... 

Figure 44 — ‘Scratching the edge and the surface above and below’        (digital print / 15/08/2009) 

I print the image on high gloss photo paper and follow an urge to scratch 

the surface along the edges (Figure 44). This evokes the breaking of neat 

or perfect boundaries - or the breaking away of unrealistic expectations 

Jean tends to fall into at times when relationships seem unbalanced.  

 

I also find myself scraping fine lines above her hands like the ebb and 

flow that follows the shape of her gentle holding: like vibrations rising 

(Figure 44). I recall an emotional moment Jean expresses when speaking 

of her sense of shame and its opposite – of inflation (or being up in the 

air). Jean says the inflation is easy to be in, as it is uplifting, whereas the 

shame seems much heavier, and much lower.  

 

In a wobbly stream of staccato words Jean softly and hesitantly             

expresses qualities of carrying the shame, self-doubt and sadness 

 

  J: “... I am looking at… in shame... that the… I’d say it’s like…  

  the underside of shame.”  

 

With a slight gurgle in her voice these words are almost inaudible.  

 

I tenderly ask Jean “What is this underside of shame?”  

 

Holding back tears, Jean quickly jumps out of the difficult place of shame 

by offering a reflective description of what ‘the under’ means for her.  

It seems difficult for Jean to stay with the shame so in response I scrape 

harder and stronger lines below her holding hands, thus making the 

‘underside’ patterns become deeply etched into the darker space below. 

We explore how Jean holds herself in the under and over, where she   

acknowledges and appreciates the strength of both ways. 
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FIRST LAYER OF PAINTING... 

Figure 45 — ‘Finding place in the white space’                                                       (oil on canvas /100 x 100 cms / 05-01-2010) 

Starting Jean’s portrait, I select for a large square canvas 

100x100cms even though the rectangular image of her 

photomontage is different in shape. Somehow an 

empty space surrounding her image feels right for this 

occasion. Pre-reflectively, I begin Jean’s painting in the 

upper left quadrant of the canvas (Figure 45). 

 

For days, I stay with the emptiness surrounding Jean’s 

image. The silence of this emptiness space feels quite 

resilient. I want to enter this space authentically to     

accommodate more of Jean’s story enhancing what was 

under-stated, or missing in the self-nurturing. 

 

My strong desire to fill the empty place is noted. The 

urge to fill the void happens often for me, so I enjoy 

staying with the unknown space I have left on Jean’s 

portrait. While the desire to complete the image is 

there, I hold back reminded by authors such as Dewey 

(2005), McNiff (1998b) and Lett (2011) to trust the      

process. Perhaps this is the space for us both holding 

the demands of what is or could be expected of us?  

 

Somewhat contained, this first section of Jean’s portrait 

is loose and energetic. Beneath her hands I loosely 

scratch subtle white lines into the fresh paint. The top 

part of the painting looks windy, restless and                 

unpredictable. The lower area seems more settled and 

solid – possibly indicating depth or subterranean levels. 

While her holding is evident, Jean’s physical presence is 

yet to appear.  
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Inspired by metaphors from our conversation, sayings 

such as, 

  being in transition, 

  culling barren relationships, and  

  leaving relationships 

 

I enhance this transformative space accordingly. As if 

in transition between her two selves (and between 

mind and body), I imagine Jean meeting her own gaze, 

and that of meeting her own needs for self-care and 

self-nurturance.  

 

With richness of colour and movement, the space in 

between becomes active by conjuring feelings of being  

‘up-in-the-air’ or ‘leaving’. 

 

Directly below, her holding hands counter the notion 

of inflation by holding the pod in a horizontal position 

—  ready to be sewn into the depths (Figure 46). 

 

In a natural unpolished way, I paint her hands like 

working hands—tending to the earth—tending to her 

needs. I am intrigued by how her hands are positioned 

foremost, larger than life, while recalling Jean’s words 

‘No hands – No will’. 

 

Perhaps this could be about her (our) will coming      

forward?  

 

I define Jean’s image of mirroring herself between the 

modes of thinking and feeling, and paint the release of 

autumn leaves drawing upwards as if caught in a wind 

for change (Figure 47).  

ANOTHER LAYER... 

Figure 46 — ‘Entering the empty space for change’                                              (oil on canvas / 100 x 100 cms / 08-01-2010)  
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The whoosh of leaves pass her dissolving empty mind of        

non-thinking modes. The opacity and solidness of embodied 

knowing is balanced with the dispersion of over thinking. 

 

To refine her mirrored image, I paint her head more solid or 

concrete at the right (to imply over thinking), and transpar-

ency in her body (for forgetting her embodied sensing). The          

opposite is done to her left figure. This divergence adds to the      

dynamic of knowing and not-quite-knowing, of over thinking 

and under-feeling (see Hall, 2006). We call for balance in our 

collaborations. Without conscious intent, I have presented her 

body half submerged, as if she is planted or standing half     

submerged in ‘the under’.  

 

Adding more detail to her portrait, I paint Jean’s hands with 

white lines flowing beneath. These lines stop at the edges 

where I imagine they continue outwards flowing wherever the 

current takes it. I am pleased this rippling motion counter-

balances the top area of the work. The lines below are            

irregular, yet create a continuous path that reaches both sides.  

 

Plunging into this new flowing river, I cut the canvas using a 

Stanley knife (Figure 47). 

 

These cut-away shapes offer new entry points into another 

space or dimension behind the scene. I am curious why I cut 

away parts of this untouched canvas. The cutting seems         

random in shape and size, yet careful and controlled. The 

shapes are amorphous and all flow naturally in the current. I 

wonder what’s behind this raw unpainted surface. To promote 

greater depth behind these openings, I construct a                        

3-dimensional frame (12cms deep) to open possibilities, to  

accommodate something new, or not quite known.  
Figure 47 — ‘Entering the empty space for change’                                     (oil on canvas / 100 x 100 cms / 08-01-2010) 
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Filling the remainder of white space I paint warm earthy      

transparent tones in the upper area, with various blues for 

the stream (Figure 48). The lower area is painted with 

darker earthy browns and I then realise this area is aptly  

the barren lands, or as Jean says, 

 

J: ...the land of pruned or culled relationships 

 
 

The editing, sorting and pruning of unnecessary things in 

Jean’s life, including barren relationships that deprive Jean 

of happiness need to be represented. The neatly aligned 

twigs signify this  barrenness, as if at the end of a harvest—

bare, yet holding possibilities for providing in the future. 

 

The cut-away holes become access points or avenues for 

change. They could also represent portals for further             

exploration. With this in mind, I attach part of a newly            

purchased fishnet stocking (shaped with a circular wire) 

and glue it in place. It’s a net for catching Jean holding and 

nurturing, yet I feel I have somehow lost the aesthetic      

purpose of these  openings with this artificial netting.  

 

In a familiar pattern of mine, I often position myself ready 

to catch or hold the other instead of guiding them to catch 

or hold themselves.  I realise and humbly announce to Jean 

that we cross similar terrain for wanting to catch the other 

in their holding... 

Figure 48 —  ‘To nurture baron lands’                                                                   (mixed media /100 x 100 cms / 16-01-2010) 

PONDERINGS... 

THE NEXT LAYER... 
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Figure 49 —  ‘Wanting to catch the other’                   (Detail: fishnet stocking, wire, oil on canvas/ 16-01-2010) 

Realizing these nets symbolizes my inclination to reach out and nurture others 

(Figure 49), I remove the artificial nets and invite Jean, a skilled knitter, to     

organically dye and craft (crochet) these nets with her own creative hands.  

Reserved for Jean to tend, I trace each cut-out shape with lead pencil on an A4 

paper and post the rough sketch to Jean on 17th February, 2010, requesting an 

assortment of nets in different shapes, colours and sizes. I include basic         

instructions to guide her, and feel relieved that she is willing  and able to       

participate in the making of her own nets. Jean has not seen the  painting at 

this point in time.  

Meanwhile, I continue to paint the transient space in the upper area of her 

work where the leaves are in motion( Figure 50). This is applied using a palette 

knife by offloading thick oil paint directly, Alla-Prima style. I let this thick oil 

paint dry for weeks before touching it. The edges feel naturally rough just like 

the texture of Autumn leaves.  
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Figure 50 — ‘Leaves in motion’                                                                                                                                                                                     (Detail: oil on canvas / 17-02-2010) 

Jean sends an assortment of beautiful crocheted nets that are 

shaped like funnels to attach to her portrait. I invite Jean to return 

for a second portrait sitting (11/04/2010) to include her in the        

positioning and attaching of these nets. In our second meeting, 

Jean causally crochets as we discuss the painting and her             

contribution to this work. We consider all the different nets Jean 

has made and how they fit within the work. In mutual agreement, 

some are accepted, some rejected.  

 

With spare yarn, I extend their reach outwards by hooking the 

outer threads of the nets and sewing them on to the canvas. I also 

direct the yarn to entwine in and around lower bare twigs, finding 

connections even in the difficult spaces (Figures 51 &  52). 

ALL IN A YARN... 
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Figure 51 — ‘Attaching the nets – extending the reach’    
                       (Detail: wool on oil painting / 11/03/2010) 

Figure 52 —  ‘Connecting the threads of  old relationships’    
                       (Detail: wood & wool /11/03/2010) 
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While physically playing with the yarn, we yarn about life and enjoy the relaxed 

space of our exchange. In making sense together, we discover new ground for        

self-reflection and self-nurturing. 

 

R:  So how does it feel to create these nets?  

J:  like I have the courage to look after myself. It feels authentic…  

      integral to self. 

 

We also notice how one of the nets not included resembles the colours of the        

autumn leaves, yet we haven’t found a suitable place for it in the painting. We      

consider the possibility of overdoing the artwork by adding too much in.  

 

Jean suggests I keep this particular one, and see how it fits with the story – to reveal 

itself in good time. 

 

At the very end of our conversation Jean is sympathetic to the pink synthetic net        

I have attached on the far left of her portrait (detail Figure 53), saying, 

 

J:  It’s gossamer. The baby one. Pink. Lovely spreading out. Hardly there. 

R: I like the term hardly there... just touched on. Coming in on itself.  

     Invisible. Reaching to the edge. 

J:  I think it speaks truthfully about early beginnings, being caught in  

     the net. Form the origins – from the ocean.  

     It has its own give. 

R:  I like how you say ‘it has its own give’ - the healing hand. 

J:  Yeah, it’s about avoiding ourselves and helping everyone else. 

 

In another touching moment, Jean’s eyes glisten and I can hear her gulp as she 

touches the maroon net (Figure 54). Tenderly, she acknowledges how this net       

resembles a scar as it is squeezed into a narrow space and is slightly puckered. She 

says it touches on the emotional and physical scarring that needs to be healed.  

The finished portrait is seen in Figure 55. 

PONDERINGS... 

Figure 53 –— ‘Early beginnings’              (Detail / synthetic netting/ 11-03-2010) 

Figure 54 —  ‘The scar’                               (Detail / natural yarn /  11-03-2010) 
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Figure 55 —  ‘All in a yarn’             
  (mixed media & oil on canvas  
 100 x 100 cms / 15-03-2010) 



In emergent creative inquiries, we often touch on our own story with our 

co-inquirer. During our first conversation (interview), Jean asks me an 

interesting question,  
 

    J:  If you sat on your hands could you still talk (express) yourself? 
 

I recall and describe to Jean that as a child, I often sat on my larger than 

average sized hands - embarrassed of their size and  the ugly warts that  

I thought were quite noticeable. I don’t think it stopped me talking (I love 

to talk - even in my sleep), however I wondered if my expression was 

minimized or reduced somehow in the act of hiding. 

 

This question prompted me to deepen my own inquiry of hiding my 

hands, where I later made plaster casts of both my hands to explore 

shape, size, and texture, and to fully appreciate my hands in my career 

as a professional artist.  

 

Sitting on a chair with my hands positioned under my thighs, I realise 

how restrictive and stifling it feels. To pay tribute to my creative hands,   

I prepare (protect) them with zinc cream, and dip them in Latex mixture 

to form personalised rubber moulds of my hands. In keeping with the 

impression of hands chopped off that fit with Jean’s story, the latex    

rubber stops at my wrist.  

 

It’s a long slow process—much longer than I thought. I build up             

approximately five layers of Latex rubber to ensure they are strong 

enough to hold the plaster during the next stage. Once dry, I peel them 

off marvelling at the many wrinkles, lines and finger prints encrypted on 

the inner surface. The outer surface seems dull compared to the inner 

textures of wrinkles and fine finger prints.  

 

Ready to fill the casts with a warm mixture of runny plaster, I gently    

massage the loose mixture in the mould so that it takes the anatomical 

shape of my own hands. I notice how impatient I get in this relatively slow 

process, and that the holding seems to take some time before the plaster 

sets. I follow the directions for setting the plaster dry naturally 

(approximately 4 days) before attempting to remove the plaster hands 

from the Latex moulds (Figure 56). Regrettably, even after drying time, 

some of the fingers still break off during removal. For a quick fix, I               

re-attach the broken fingers on the right hand with cement glue. The left 

hand remains broken for a couple of months, however it is not discarded 

— just put aside.  

FURTHER PONDERING... 

Figure 56 —  ‘Latex hand casts’                                                                 (07/02/ 2010) 
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During our second meeting, Jean notices me playing with the crocheted net, 

placing it on my wrist which looked like a fashion accessory. I marvel at how well 

it fits around my wrist and forearm. Jean points to the plaster cast hands I       

created, suggesting to dress one up.   

 

Meanwhile, Jean crochet a loop to fit around the thumb to secure it in place. 

From the sand-play shelves, I retrieve the pod Jean held in her inquiry and place 

it in the palm of the cast hand. It is held gently and loosely (Figure 57). 

 

In the next half hour, Jean and I discover many connections of my chopped off 

hand dressed in Jean’s handmade net. I suggest our creative companioning and      

receptivity is like the art of mending and nurturing of the broken as we patch up 

some of the cut away spaces (in the painting) and fix one of the broken hands. 

 

Figure 57—  ‘Dressed for the occasion’                                                                               (plaster, wool, seed pod/ 11-03-2010) 
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A month later (10/04/2010), I return to fix the other cast hand 

and notice slight differences between their size and shape. 

Rigid in form, I hold the hands close together yet they don’t 

quite join or interlock. They look similar yet they hold                

differently. I contemplate how my right hand manages most of 

the art making, while my left hand occasionally assists in      

holding equipment such as brushes, a palette, photos or cloths 

to wipe my brushes. Generally my right hand is busy and        

controlling while my left hand is quiet and submissive. Slightly 

larger than the left, my right hand has greater dexterity, 

whereas my left is  more clumsy. While the left hand holds, the 

right hand generally takes action. Incidentally, my hands work 

in unison when I’m typing, kneading clay, massaging, or      

swimming. 
 

To support our doctoral research,  Juliette  arrives  at  my  studio        

Table 24 — Clustered resonant key words (created on 13/04/2010) 

             Natural                            Mechanical 

 

natural, Instinctive, holistic, impulsive, intuitive synthetic, cold, no feeling or emotion,  

nimble, subtle, sensitive, feeling, emotional robotic, incremental, disconnected 

swift, aware, sensing, sympathetic limited, restricted, giving orders 

innate, intrinsic, functional, structured, planned, programmed 

integral, basic not learned, clumsy practiced, logical, methodical, constructed 

connecting assured and learned 

receiving fake, light, attracting attention 

 cold, shiny, reflecting, mirroring 

 the following day (11/04/2010). Juliette companions me as I 

cover the dismissed hand with silver acrylic paint announcing it 

robotic and mechanical. 

 

 R: It has no feeling. It doesn’t have the naturalness or  

         giftedness of the right hand. 

 

Juliette urges me to consider the difference between the hand. 

Defining ways for each, I notice their different (Table 24). I 

search for an opportunity to unite the two - to see them        

function simultaneously. In the final moments of my inquiry, 

Juliette holds the cast hands in a way that brings them             

together. She is very gentle and careful not to break them. 

Barely touching their hardened surface, I hear them clink        

quietly together, sounding rigid and hard. 
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RETURNING AGAIN... 



Recalling another supervision session with Juliette (in    

January, 2010), I was asked why I removed the artificial 

nets, and in doing so, how I felt about Jean’s contribution to 

the work.  

 

I told Juliette I realised my inclusion of the nets was an old 

pattern of wanting to hold the other in their nurturing, and 

that I had an opportunity to discover how to let go of doing 

it all when it can be done by another. Fortunately, my     

rescuing attempts to attach ready-made netting into these 

empty spaces is realised and removed, and becomes an 

opportunity for Jean to rightfully co-create these nets with 

her own nurturing hands where her artistic presence can be 

felt (Figure 58b).  As a reminder, some of the fish-netting 

still remain in place, holding or containing small openings. 

(Figure 58a).   

 
Figure 58b — ‘Images close up’                                                                                                            (DETAILS/ 15-03-2010) 

MAKING SENSE TOGETHER...  

MULTIMODALITY: the poem as a creative response... 

Unravelling meaning multimodally can often be spontaneous and surprising. By 

recognizing that our inner voice comes from our imaginative insights, we may 

flow in moments that appeal to the senses (Mallon, 2003).  

 

While reviewing our recorded transcript, another spontaneous moment brings 

me back to Jean’s descriptive account of the gaze; being handless; having no will; 

and escaping into loneliness. To further the multimodal aspect of Jean’s inquiry, I 

create two poems from selected key words and phrases that explore Jean’s       

experience of the gaze and being handless (Table 25 & 26). All underlined words in 

these two poems are Jean’s spoken words. 

Figure 58a —  ‘Some fish-nets still present in the work’  
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Table 26 —  Nurturing Hands (created - 08/09/2010) 
(note: the words underlined are Jean’s key words from the first interview) 

Table 25 —  The Gaze Between (created - 08/09/2010) 
(note: the words underlined are Jean’s key words from the first interview) 
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I reflect on the many significant moments that come from our                  

conversations, and I too, realise I have to prune and cull the excesses. Too 

many connections can overload my mind to a point of confusion and    

creative despair. So detachment is sometimes necessary. While I             

acknowledge my creative hands are important to me as a artist, and that 

‘everything’s at hand’ regarding materials, tools and mediums, the nature 

of grasping and letting go becomes a balancing act.  

 

 

In a group supervision session (26/09/10), I am companioned by my          

supervisor and three colleagues to explore my resourceful hands. After an 

hour of exploring the natural and mechanical, I am invited to bring my 

two hands together. It feels right to bring them close together yet not 

touching. I stand them up on a table and wonder what they hold between 

them (Figure 59b).  

 

The balancing act is so obvious I am surprised I didn’t see this before. Both 

aspects of the natural and mechanical hold and contribute  together—not 

in full embrace, but rather as a shared understanding. Between the open 

fingers of each hand, I balance the pages of my notes and images of our 

portraits-in-process (Figure 59b). 

FURTHERING MY OWN STORY... 

HOW THEY HOLD TOGETHER... 
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Figure 59a —  ‘Framed with yarn’       
                         (mixed media /100 x 100 cms / 5-01-2011) 

By my request, Jean crochets pieces of yarn in a variety of shapes, sizes 

and colours, to be put together to frame her portrait. I told Jean the 

depth of the frame and she played with the yarn again to produce some 

delightful pieces to add to the work. We both considered how the pieces 

may be arranged, and Jean left it to me to make the final decision for 

artistic placement (Figure 59a). We are both delighted by the finished 

work with a yarned frame. 



On 26
th March, 2010, Jean emails me her descriptive response        

describing her experience of being a participant for my portrait   

research (see Appendix C4).   

 

On a first person basis of her experience, I select words and phrases 

from Jean’s response which start with the letter ‘I’. Condensing 

meaning like this confirms and validates Jean’s experience from her 

own voice of authority (Table 27).  

“I” 
I felt caught in the loop 
I wondered how I appeared. 
I felt split,  
I felt disembodied 
I felt the presence of the gaze, then 
I felt attended to. 
 
I felt the faithfulness 
I felt energetic. 
I felt substantiated 
I felt substantial 
I felt relief. 
 
I was seen 
 
I enjoyed the challenge 
I was gentle and soft on my beliefs 
 
I felt the holding space. 
I felt blind 
I felt sane 
I felt validated. 
      
I felt received. 
 

The next section of Jean’s portrait inquiry explores anther multimodal       

approach to illuminate the relational aesthetic process of seeing, hearing 

and feeling Jean’s portrait (Table 28). Similar to the previous inquiries,              

I cluster resonant key words from Table 28, and then assemble four main 

themes in Table 29. I then finalise Jean’s inquiry with visual and poetic        

representations of our collaborative experience for identity in portraiture. 

JEAN’S PARTICIPATORY RESPONSE... 

Table 27 — Jean’s I-Poem   (12/04/2010) 

CONTINUING OUR MULTIMODAL INQUIRY... 
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Figure 59 —  ‘Balancing and sharing the holding’                            (mixed media /40 x 40 cms / 26-09-2010) 



Table 28 —  Seeing, hearing and feeling Jean’s finished portrait 
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Table 28 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing, hearing 

and feeling (SHF) Jean’s portrait. Resonant key words (presented in bold) are thereafter   

clustered into four themes, that of Fertile, Barren, Inner and Outer which are evident in the 

work (see Table 29). Descriptive statements are included at the bottom for further processing.  



                        Fertile 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fertile ground  
replenish, regeneration  
bearing a gift 
supportive, accessible 
aligned, connects  
running at once, flowing  
loose, yarn, shifting, releases  
new beginnings, revival 
channelling, alternating 
change, renewal, harmonious, 
nature, uniform, supple  
interlinks each one  
entwined, continuous 
perpetual, connecting  
connections 
emerges, united, unified  
mirrored, intertwining 
under & over, soft around hard 
emerging, together  
full accessibility 
delve below the surface  
delicate pliable  
feels the individual nature  
reverberates, springy, mingle 
smooth, soft, springy  
inviting, nurturing, pleasing  
nest, comfortable bed 
trickling, bubbling, rhythmic  
deeper dimensions 

                        Barren 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
old parts die off 
transitory  
desolate  
deafened  
no offerings to give 
chopped off  
without connection  
no root system  
will not produce 
lean  
arid, Prickly, stiff 
breaking away 
disperse 
release  
irregular 
dissipate  
lost for words 
forgotten  
dormant  
empty notes  
no resound 
unattached 
closed up  
tightly, muffled  
flat and dry, fluttering  
glide past quietly 
won’t let go, gurgle  

                        Inner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
slows my mind  
peaceful  
peacefulness 
soften  
noise 
blunt 
loosely attached 
to be heard  
ting-ting-ting  
directional 
protruding  
inner musings 
soothing melody 
submersion   
calm content 
piccolo 
delicate  
high in pitch 
flare or bell  
mellow 
into a quiet centred space 
OOMMM 
in pink where I began  
attached  
transparent 
inwards, enter, deeper realms 
beyond the surface, channelling  
neatly structured 
raised, upward, vertical  

                           Outer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
outer worlds 
gently held 
flickering  
knotted and uneven 
open  
upwards  
collide  
turbulent 
out  
outwards 
lay bare 
prevent entry 
closed  
difficult to enter 
protected 
rustling  
recedes into itself  
cascading  
it closes off quickly so that I      
cannot access what is behind it 
reduces activity 
closed off from the world  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table  29 — Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 
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Fertile (between us) 
 
Accessible and easy to enter this 
fertile ground bears gifts of    
replenishment and renewal...  
delicate new beginnings.          
 
Alternating, shifting and       
interlinking, we harmoniously 
run at once. We yarn with      
connections and feel the        
individual nature of the other 
reverberate naturally...  
 
Harmoniously. 

 
Barren (unknown) 
 
Chopped off with no root     
system, old parts die off in this 
transitory, arid and forgotten 
world. 
 
Desolate with no offerings to 
give... connections lay           
dormant. Lost for words, the 
empty notes break away -   
muffled. 

 
Inner (known) 
 
Soft, calm, peaceful and centred, 
my mind submerges to find the 
symbiotic beginnings of OOMMM. 
Loosely attached, I feel gently held 
in this space. 
 
 
 
 

 

Outer (protection) 
 
Seeking protection from the         
turbulence coming from the outer 
world,  I reduce activity, close off 
and lay bare my open wounds. 

Table 29 —  Continued...  (depictions) 
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REDUCTION TO ESSENCE... 

The following creative visual poetic depictions present new ways 

of understanding our experience of the fertile ground between 

us, the barren relationships that offer little nourishment, our 

symbiotic  inner world affirmed, and feeling protected from    

turbulence from the outer world.  

 

While these representations come from my own experience of 

SHF Jean’s finished portrait, they empathically connect to the 

nature of her experience, her struggles with empty barren        

relationships, her search for self-nurturance, her need to close 

off, and the triumphant feelings that come from our therapeutic 

collaborations.  
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Fertile grounds 
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Barren lands 
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SYMBIOTIC SPACE 
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protection 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 
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Figure 60 —  Jean’s portrait-in-process displayed during the exhibition 



Figure 61 —  ‘Hands hold together’  installation of hand sculpture 

Presentation of hands holding during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 
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